LIFE SCIENCES UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME: MINOR IN LIFE SCIENCES

1. Programme Requirements
To be awarded a Minor in Life Sciences, the following requirements are to be fulfilled.

For Matriculation Cohorts AY16/17 Onwards

i) Pass two modules from the following:
LSM1102 Molecular Genetics
LSM1105 Evolutionary Biology
LSM1106 Molecular Cell Biology

ii) Pass two LSM21xx/22xx modules except LSM2288 and LSM2289.

iii) Pass two LSM32xx modules except LSM3288 and LSM3289.

For Matriculation Cohorts AY14/15 & AY15/16

i) Pass two modules from the following:
LSM1101 Biochemistry of Biomolecules
LSM1102 Molecular Genetics
LSM1103 Biodiversity
LSM1104 General Physiology

ii) Pass two modules from the following:
LSM2101 Metabolism and Regulation
LSM2102 Molecular Biology
LSM2103 Cell Biology

iii) Pass two LSM32xx modules except LSM3288 and LSM3289.

This Minor is not awarded with the primary or second major in Life Sciences.

2. Admissions
To apply, candidate should have H2 or GCE 'A' Level (or equivalent) passes in Biology, or pass in the module LSM1301/X General Biology. Holders of accredited Diplomas for Life Sciences Major from Polytechnics in Singapore may also apply. Successful entry to read the Minor in Life Sciences is subject to Department’s approval.

3. Application
The application form for the Minor in Life Sciences is downloadable here: http://www.lifesciences.nus.edu.sg/info/minor_in_life_sciences.docx

When applying, please submit the following:
- Application form
- [For freshman only] Certified true copy of H2 or GCE 'A' Level (or equivalent) results

Please submit the application documents to Ms. Sally Soh (Department of Biological Sciences Administration Office Block S3 Level 5). Online submission is acceptable via email to Life
Sciences Enquiry (dbsbox2@nus.edu.sg). Late submissions and incomplete application forms will not be considered. Please note that only successful applicants will be notified via email by the start of CORS Bidding Exercise. **The deadline to apply is 19th December 2016, 5pm.**

The next application window will be in July 2017.

4. **Enquiry**

If you wish to email your application to the Department, or have further enquiries on Minor in Life Sciences, you may contact Life Sciences Enquiry (dbsbox2@nus.edu.sg).